Spring 2024

09 Jan  Helen Hooker
Carbon offsetting: “Greenwashing” or useful climate mitigation?

16 Jan  Cancelled

23 Jan  No seminar

30 Jan  Maarten Ambaum
Cloud seeding with charge: Panacea or snake oil?

06 Feb  Thorwald Stein
Large-eddy observations: Capturing turbulent processes during the WesCon-WOEST field campaign

13 Feb  Keith Shine
Mitigation of aviation’s climate impact by contrail avoidance: what could possibly go wrong?

20 Feb  Ted Shepherd
What are physical climate storylines good for?

27 Feb  Charlie Suitters
The importance of anticyclonic synoptic eddies for atmospheric block persistence and forecasts

05 Mar  Brian Lo
How do $Z_{DR}$ columns help in predicting severe convection?

12 Mar  Matt Patterson
Disentangling North Atlantic ocean–atmosphere coupling

19 Mar  Alanna Power
*12:00–12:50* Diagnosing turbulence in shallow cumulus convection using dynamic methods

For additional information contact:
Jake Aylmer (j.aylmer@reading.ac.uk) and Dan Shipley (daniel.shipley@reading.ac.uk)

Updated 12 March 2024

Tuesdays at 13:00–13:50* in GU01
and on Teams / Meteorology All / Internal (Tuesday) Seminar Series